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Abstract
The research purpose was to find out the relation between the Tourism Department of East Lombok Regency and the
society which framed by Public Relation to increase the visitors after the earthquake through Tourism Promotion. The
method of this research was descriptive qualitative. The research’s result showed that the tourism promotion strategy
by public relation was sufficient in increasing the visits. The Tourism Department of East Lombok Regency cooperated
with the society in promoting the tourism of East Lombok by using either electronic or printed media available in East
Lombok Regency or Nusa Tenggara Barat Province, such as Kancanata Radio, Selaparang tv, Suara NTB, Lombok Today
and Radar Lombok. In addition, to facilitate the promotion, the Tourism Department of East Lombok created about 55
Pokdarwis or tourism community that spread at all destinations in East Lombok. However, there were some troubles in
promoting East Lombok tourism objects such as the facilities and the human resources who incompetent in managing
tourism objects, therefore, the government has to optimalize in providing empowerment, socialization, training and
educating to increase the quality and the competence to every pokdarwis in East Lombok Regency.
Keywords: tourism, public relation, promotion strategy

INTRODUCTION
The Tourism Department of East Lombok
Regency is the substance of implementing the
local government in the field of culture and
tourism which has the duty to organize the local
government household affairs in tourism. The
duty of Tourism Department is to increase the
tourist attraction so as to build up the tourist
visits, hence the Tourism Department are able to
donate the Local Government Revenue (PAD)
deal with the government duty target of East
Lombok Regency. Therefore, it is needed the step
in making relation of understanding and believing
with several parties to introduce the potential
tourism objects and attract the tourists to visit.
In line with the job of increasing tourism visits
in East Lombok, the marketing field of Tourism
Department is needed in order to promote the
tourism objects of East Lombok actively, thus it
have to be stable or increased every year. The
implementation of Marketing Field of Tourism
Department in East Lombok Regency is under the
responsibility of tourism marketing field. The
Tourism Marketing Field does several efforts
included communicating, marketing, sharing and
managing information about tourism potential
and making relation. There are some factors
caused Tourism Department ought to be able to
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manage the tourism objects in East Lombok
beneficially. The raising of tourism visits in
Tourism Department of East Lombok Regency did
promotion strategy could not do it itself, it needs
attention, cooperation and backing from other
sides both of the society and the government.
The tourism being the important industry and
influential towards the increasing of community
growth [1]. The laws number 10 in 2009 about
tourism said that the tourism is some tourism
activities that is supported by the available
facilities and the service from the local society,
tourist, government, local or private government.
However, according to [2], tourism is the human
activity who make the trip and stay at the
destination out of their environment. The
Tourism is the trip activity that acted temporary
from the mansions to the destination with the
purpose to not stay or earn the life but to satisfy
curiosity and spending holiday [3].
The tourism of East Lombok Regency has
diverse nature resources potential such as beach,
mountain, waterfall, or culture. The East Lombok
Tourism has slogan “Pesona Rinjani Selaparang”,
but it decreased due to the earthquack in 2018
which affected tourism visits decreasingly.
Therefore, in order to recover and defend the
image of East Lombok as the main tourism
objects by seeing the sunset completely on
Labuhan Haji Beach and the strawberry plant
freshly in Sembalun Rinjani Mountain. It needs
the effective promotion strategy and making
good relation with external party by making good
communication between the stakeholder
especially from local society by mutually
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beneficial through the Public Relation. The Public
Relation as the communication bridge from the
related agency/institution likewise Tourism
Department of East Lombok Regency and the
related parties around tourism objects with the
purpose of building and defending East Lombok
image after earthquack. According to that
problem, this writing is the result of the research
with the attention of recognizing how the Public
Relation Strategy in East Lombok Regency build
up its image as tourism destination objects after
the disaster through communication as the
promotion strategy.
The one of the communications is promotion.
The promotion is the important factor in
marketing communication. The marketing
communication is the action that is tended to
inform the message to the public by using several
media and cannal with the aim of pressuring
three expectation changes, those are knowledge,
attitude and action [4]. According to [5]
promotion is the activity tended to influence the
consumers thus they can distinguish the products
which put on the market by the company and
then they are interested to buy the products.
As stated by [6], promotion strategy is the
element that is used to inform and persuade the
market about the new product or service by the
institute. Based on the tourism promotion
strategy in East Lombok by using promotion
strategy (Promotion Mix), there are several
elements of promotion. Those elements are
Advertising, Sale Promotion, Events and
Experiences, Public Relations, Personal Selling
and Direct Marketing. Nevertheless, the focus of
this research is on Public Relation.
Webster’s new world dictionary defines that
the public relation is the society relationship on a
wider scale owing to public similarly to
organization related to the effort in forming
public opinion and image that please to itself. As
said by [7] Public Relation is the management
function to identify, determine, and protect the
mutually relation between the organizations and
society class as the success and the failure aspect
in public relation. [8] limits the definition about
public relation as the every effort in making an
invention of harmonic life of organization either
internal or external such as society in a wider
definition to achieve the goal of organization,
constructing general definition, between the
institution, the employee and the society. [9]
defines that public relation is all the planned
communication form either inside or outside,
between the instation/institution and the public
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in order to achieve the specific aims based on the
mutual comprehension.
According to [10] the public relation is the act
of giving identity to the organization exactly and
correctly with the ability to communicate, thus
the public put the belief and clear understanding
to the organization. There are several function of
public relation according to [10]:
Giving belief, mutual comprehension and
good image to the public or the society.
1. Creating public opinion that is acceptable
and profitable to all parties.
2. Providing the color, the culture, the image,
the conducive and pleasant atmosphere and
the productivity so it could be achieved
optimally.
3. Constructing a harmonic relationship
between the organization or company with
the public so that it is very useful as an
output for the organization or company
concerned.
Based on the theory above, it can be
concluded that the tourism promotion strategy
by using public relation is the useful thing to
share the information. The public relation is the
relation between the instantion or institution to
develop the positive image, thus the goal of the
institution can be achieved by giving mutual
comprehension one another. In addition, if the
function of public relation is implemented
successfully, the institution will be improving,
developing the regulations, the instantion’s
culture and the conducive working atmosphere.
In short, the functions of public relation are to
protect, develop, keep up the reciprocal
communication which required in handling and
resolving the problem or minimalizing the
problem [11]. The Public relation might carry out
as well towards the change of attitude and
community action directly and indirectly.
Therefore, the promoting activity does massively
and have to be supported by public relation
activity to be targeted and sustainable [12].
MATERIAL AND METHOD
The method of this research is a qualitative
descriptive method that focused on how public
relations are established by the related agency
such as the Tourism Department of East Lombok
Regency in promoting the tourism objects in East
Lombok. The technique of data colletion of this
research is observation and interview. his
method is used because it can directly present
the nature of the relationship between
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researchers and respondents and is more
adaptable in self-adjustment. The data sources
were taken by secondary data and primary data.
The technique of data analysis was using Miles
and Huberman those are the data reduction, the
data presentation, the data verification and the
conclusion [13]. By taking into the account
validity of the data with the characteristics such
as credibility, dependability, and confirmability
[14].
The data sources was taken by secondary
data and primary data. The technique of data
analysis was using Miles and Huberman those are
the data reduction, the data presentation, the
data verification and the conclusion [12]. with a
total sample of 11 people from 37 polls, namely
structural employees of the tourism office of East
Lombok Regency.
RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The East Lombok Regency consists of 20 subdistricts, 15 urban villages and 239 villages in
2019, the total population reached 2.289.907
inhabitants by an area of 1.605,55 km2 (RPJMD
East Lombok Regency, 2018-2023). East Lombok
Regency has kind of tourism objects those are
beach, mountain, and also culture. The beach
tourism objects in East Lombok Regency locates
in several sub-districts such as: Sambelia subdistrict, Pringgabaya sub-district, Labuhan Haji
sub-district, Jerowaru sub district and Keruak
sub-district. The beach tourism objects of East
Lombok has a beautiful stretch of beach, white
sand, clear seawater, and marine biota which
attractive to be seen. The beach tourism objects
are Surga Beach, Kaliantan, Tanjung Ringgit,
Labuhan Haji, Ketapang, Gili Lawangan area, and
Gili Sulat. The nature tourism objects are also
attractive to be visited likewise bathing places,
those are Joben, Timbahun and Lemor. There is
ascinating scenery on Tete Batu, Kembang Kuning,
Sembalun and Rinjani, and there are several
potential tourism objects such as mountains and
hills. East Lombok tourism has world-class
panorama and enchantment consist of beach,
mountain, hill and waterfall. The enchantment
becomes the tourist attraction to the visitors
both domestics and foreigners, thus the number
of visitors increased and it rises the income.

Tabel 1. The Number of Visitors visited East Lombok
Tourism Objects
Years
The Number of Visitors
Domestics

Foreigners

2015

5.394 Visitors

4.259 Visitors

2016

7.636 Visitors

5.563 Visitors

2017

8.799 Visitors

9.150 Visitors

2018

7.945 Visitors

8.234 Visitors

2019

11.053 Visitors

14.364 Visitors

Source: Tourism Department of East Lombok Regency,
2019

Based on the data of East Lombok Regency
visitors, it showed that the number was
increasing every year followed by a good
development including new tourism objects year
to year. The condition happened due to the fact
that promotion strategy was done by Tourism
Department of East Lombok Regency.
1. Public Relation in tourism promotion
strategy of Tourism Department East
Lombok Regency
The Public Relation is the communication
way with the purpose to construct a good image
of destination and change the public opinion
broadly. The tourism promotion applied
advertising approach in East Lombok Regency
was good enough, it can be seen from the
cooperation done by the Tourism Department of
East Lombok Regency with the available printed
media and electronics on the district or province.
Nevertheless, the tourism promotion by public
relation strategy was not maximal yet, it could be
shown from the low level of education, guidance,
and training related to the tourism objects
management from the government to the local
communities.
In order to do promotion, the Tourism
Department of East Lombok Regency involved all
parties as government, society, and tourism
community of East Lombok Regency with the
purpose to achieve the target easily. Due to the
fact that there are some tourism objects in East
Lombok thus the government could not handle it
alone. The strategy in tourism promotion of East
Lombok was advertising by employing the media
such as electronic media, events, and public
relation.
Printed Media, The printed media used was
brochures which include the tourism information
and was given to the visitors either domestics or
foreigners in order to introduce the destinations
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in East Lombok. Moreover, there was booklet
which is fully equipped by event calendar during
a year, tourism map and also the road
information of destination in East Lombok. The
Tourism Department of East Lombok Regency
had cooperated with Radar Lombok, Suara NTB
dan Lombok Today. There is the activity of
Tourism Department to promote the destinations
in East Lombok and it would be published on the
newspaper.
Electronic Media, The electronic media used
was Radio, Television (TV), and Internet (Cyber).
Since 2017, the television media has cooperated
with the Tourism Department of East Lombok
Regency likewise Selaparang TV in “Pesona
Lombok Timur” program with the intention of
promoting the tourism objects. Furthermore, the
radio used as promotion strategy was Kancanta
with 100,3 MHz Frequency Modulation and it has
collaborated with the Tourism Department since
2017. Additionally, the Tourism Department of
East Lombok utilized the Internet where they
have
website
official
http//:dinparlomboktimurkab.go.id, instagram
account @dinas_psriwisata_lotim and facebook
as Dinas Pariwisata Lombok Timur.
Promotion Events, The Tourism Department
of East Lombok not only applied the media but
also conducting the events both local and global
to do promotion. In the local context, the
government of Tourism Department did the
events every year such as Tongkek Festival.
Tongkek Festival is done in order to celebrate the
Moeslim month and followed by expo such as
Appreciation Culture Week (ACW/PAB), it is
carried out to advertise the tourism and culture
in East Lombok Regency. The Tourism
Department also followed the global event such
as The Moon of Lombok Sumbawa Charm or
Bulan Pesona Lombok Sumbawa (BPLS).
Guiding and Cooperating with the Local
Society
and
the
Tourism
Community
(POKDARWIS) or Public Relation, The Tourism
Community or POKDARWIS is an institution at
the community level which consists of the
tourism actors who have concerns and
responsibilities. Besides, it has the advised as a
driving force in supporting the creation of
conducive climate for the growth and the
development of the tourism. In addition, it might
realize the charm of tourism in increasing the
regional development through the tourism and
get the benefit to the surrounding community.
The Septa Charm elements such as:
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1) Safe, safe means the condition, the
environment and the situation when the
visitors visit the tourism objects in East
Lombok feel ease, protected by mind,
body and property and do not feel fear
or anxious as well.
2) Orderly, it means the way of the visitors
obey and implement the rules set by the
tourist management, for instance to not
littering, politeness and courtesy in
interacting, appreciating and respecting
to the local culture and customer and to
not disturbing other visitors or local
communities.
3) Clean, it means the condition where the
object and the environment of tourism
free of litters, dirts, scribbles, hence the
visitors feel comfort during the tour in
East Lombok.
4) Cool, it is the condition for the visitors to
take part in maintaining a green, fresh,
and natural environment so that it
grows good memories to them.
5) Beautiful, it is a state that displays a
harmonious atmosphere such as room
layout and natural form of tourism
objects.
6) Friendly, it is the attitude and behavior
of someone who chummy, respectful
and helpful to the visitos.
7) Memory is the impression that stick to
the feelings and memories of visitors
because of the experiences gained
during the tour hence the visitors will
come back.
The Tourism Department of East Lombok
created POKDARWIS or Tourism Community to
develop the community groups that can act as
motivators, mobilizers, and communicators to
improve the readiness and awareness of the
community around the destinations to be a good
host for the tourism development. The Tourism
Community of the East Lombok had formed 55
groups currently. In the future, it is hoped that
there will be more tourism groups formed in East
Lombok regency so that the people are more
aware of the importance of protecting and
preserving the culture and the tourist objects
around them.
There are several promotion strategies done
by the Tourism Department of East Lombok
Regency to advertise tourism, those are quite
successful. It could be seen in the last three
years, 2017, 2018, and 2019. In 2017, the
number of tourist visits to East Lombok was
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17.949 tourists. In 2018, it comes into 68.417
tourists. However, the use of Public Relation was
not optimal yet. The government, so far, formed
Tourism Community (Pokdarwis) without any
continuation. It happened because of the lack of
education, training and empowerment for the
tourism actors and tourism management like the
local people or tourism community.
2.

The
Supplementary
Factor
and
Inhibiting Factor of Tourism Promotion
Strategy in Tourism Department of East
Lombok Regency
1. The Supplementary Factor
The Supplementary Factor of the successful
promotion activity by the Tourism Department of
East Lombok Regency was forming and
establishing the cooperation with 55 Tourism
Community of East Lombok and the events or
expoes either local area or global area.
2. The Inhibiting Factor
The Tourism Department of East Lombok
Regency faced obstructions during the
promotion, such as the tourist objects there were
not well organized and managed, the means and
the facilities for the visitors likewise public
transportation, toilet, guard and security around
the several tourism objects thus caused the
visitors to feel uncomfortable to stay there.
Another problem that became the promotion
barrier was the limited funds budgeted so that it
could not be realized maximally to promote the
destinations. Moreover, in making the budget to
not be a big problem in tourism development,
the Tourism Department is hoped to make a
good program about the implementation based
on the scope of work. By considering the financial
condition, the program and the activity have to
be created clearly and systematically and the
implementation should be based on the main
priority and the development program.
Therefore, the funds could be allocated
efficiently and effectively. In addition, the
inhibiting factor in promoting was the lack of
human resources (SDM) who are competent in
the field of tourism, both in the management of
tourism objects and the security of the tourism
sites.
CONCLUSION
The Tourism Department of East Lombok
Regency in promotion strategy had finished
appropriately enough and carried out the
promotion mix by advertisement collaborated
with several printed media such as Radar
Lombok, Suara NTB, Lombok Today. They as well

cooperated with the broadcast media like
Selaparang TV and Kancanta Radio. Besides, they
organized the networking media such as Tourism
Objects of East Lombok website, Instagram
account named @dinas_psriwisata_lotim and
Facebook Dinas Pariwisata Lombok Timur.
Moreover, they produced the exhibition media
like the billboard, signboard, and poster. About
the promotion strategy done by the Tourism
Department, it could increase the tourist visits
from 17.949 tourists in 2017, decreased to be
16.178 tourists in 2018, and increased
significantly became 25.417 tourists in 2019. The
increase happened because of the collaboration
by the Tourism Department with the Tourism
Community (pokdarwis) which was formed about
55 groups. Nevertheless, the promotion strategy
did by the Tourism Department was good enough
but it ought to be improved by the participation
and the involvement of local society. Because the
lack of human resources who competent in
tourism objects management is the inhibiting
factor.
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